albrecht Manusan

We are delighted to introduce the newest addition to the albrecht portfolio.

The albrecht Manusan is a hand orthosis applicable for the therapy of a wide number of indications.

Active use to strengthen the hand musculature.

Passive use to stretch the flexion and extension musculature.

Hand plate can be adjusted in rotation.

Spring tension can be adjusted without tools for each finger.

Arm element can be adjusted for different lengths.

Link chain can be adjusted without tools.

Thin finger elements allow for tactile senses.

Thumb support can be attached optionally in different positions.
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Surely an albrecht Hypex® Lite from the junior collection would be the best fit for little patients such as you.

Now my leg is so beautifully green again!

Starting in November the albrecht Hypex® Lite from the junior collection will be available with smaller hinges.